
Primary 1-4 Class: 

Sharing: 

     

Here’s Penny with a fabulous new haircut – it really suits you, Penny! Cameron shared his cowboy photograph taken 

on a recent holiday. He tells us the gun is a real one. We thought it deserved some cowboy music – so we listened to 

the theme from “The good, the bad and the ugly” while Cameron told us all about it! Anne Marie shared her book of 

fairy tales which she tells us is the book that helps her to go to sleep. In addition she shared some super colouring 

which we thought deserved a special clap! 

     

Here’s Michael with his lego police helicopter which dad helped him to build. Dad must be very patient, Michael! 

Daniel’s number two transformer is really great – one minute it’s a numeral and the next it becomes a helicopter. 

Daniel changed it really quickly!  

Heather’s 80th Birthday  - Part Two! 

       



I have been given these lovely photos from Belle and Penny’s mum from Heather’s little party last Friday afternoon. 

Also look out for the video taken at the event which has been uploaded also. Many thanks to Kerry for this! 

 

Writing: 

   

We are working on our independent writing in our class at the moment. Twice a week the children arrive in school to 

find a message written on our whiteboard, which they are encouraged to answer. It was great to see children – still 

in their jackets busy writing up ideas for the board! There will be lots of different questions about learning over the 

next few weeks. We’ll see how the children respond! 

The Highway Rat: 

     

   

   

 

We have been busy gathering evidence about the Highway Rat’s 

character and appearance by using the text and pictures this 

week. We hope the “police” will find it useful as they collect lots 

of different clues that the children find about him. Here we are 

working in pairs at this exercise! 

 

We have been busy making maps of the journey taken by The 

Highway Rat. Part of our learning this week was about co-

ordinates, so we grid referenced all the different characters he 

met along the highway and noted them down. Our wonderful 

maps and grids are up in the corridor on display – they are looking 

pretty good. The children have tried really hard with this activity! 

 



     

Maths:  

     

   

PE:  We have been continuing to work on balancing this week while also putting sequences together like a sandwich 

to show a series of balancing moves. We found it quite tricky to hold our positions for over five seconds at times! 

       

Our Primary one children have been busy working with numbers. 

They have been working on a variety of activities including matching 

numbers to objects, domino patterns and working out the missing 

numbers on the washing line. Here they are busy matching 

numbers to objects! 

Here’s Margaret with numbers to twenty on the washing line! 

 



     

     

We think our moves look almost professional! 

In addition we worked on throwing skills this week – chest passing and overhead passing while working in a team. 

       

     

Daniel, Finlay and Riley try overhead throwing, Margaret does well to catch; chest passes from Riley, Daniel and Belle! 

 

Have a great weekend everyone!  


